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Abstract. The problem of the translation of h-terms into combinators (bracket abstraction) is of 
great importance for the implementation of functional languages. In the literature there exist a 
lot of algorithms concerning this topic, each of which is based on a particular choice of a 
combinatory basis, its cardinality, and an abstraction technique. The algorithm presented here 
originated from a modification of the definition of abstraction given by Curry in 1930, and has 
the following interesting properties: 
(i) it employs a potentially infinite basis of combinators, each of which depends on at most 
two parameters and is, therefore, directly implementable; 
(ii) it gives compact code, introducing a number of basic combinators which is proportional 
to the size of the expression to be abstracted and invariant for one- and multi-sweep abstraction 
techniques; 
(iii) it gives the result in the form RIM, . . . M,,, where R is a regular combinator expressed as 
a composition of basic combinators, I is the identity combinator, and MI,. . . , M,, are the constant 
terms appearing into the expression subjected to the translation process. 
It appears that a slight modification of the algorithm yields a combinatory equivalent of Hughes’ 
supercombinators. 
0. Introduction 
We assume the reader to be familiar with the basic definitions and properties of 
h-calculus and the theory of combinators not explicitly cited in this paper; for a 
complete treatment of them see e.g. [2,6,7]. In particular, 
- A-terms will be untyped terms, possibly containing constants; 
- the word combinator will indicate a closed h-term, which wi’l be denoted by a 
boldface character; we will assume that the correspondence between A-calculus 
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and combinatory logic has already been defined and adopt h-notation to indicate 
the functional behaviour of a combinator; 
- the problem of abstraction in combinatory logic (CL), which is the central issue 
of the process of translation from A-calculus to CL, is introduced in the following 
way: let any CL-term U be given and the variables xl, . . . , X, (n 2 1); the abstract 
of U with respect to x1,. . . , x, (denoted [x,, . . . , x,l U) is a CL-term F such that 
(i) xi does not occur in F (1 s is n); 
(ii) Fxl . . . x,, 3 U (Fx, . . . x,, reduces to U). 
The operation of abstraction is a correspondence between CL-terms; it is construc- 
tively defined by means of an algorithm, which can be viewed as a proof for 
combinatory completeness; related algorithms can be classified in two branches: 
- m&i-sweep algorithms, which repeatedly operate on one variable at a time, in 
the following way: [x,, . . . , &I tJ =def r~dr~J(~ l l hl w * l =)I; 
- one-sweep algorithms, which operate simultaneously on all the variables 
xl,...,&; we will use the notation [z,J I/ to indicate that the operation 
C X1, . . . , x,3 U has to be performed by such an algorithm. 
The interest in abstraction algorithms of combinatory logic comes from computer 
science: in the last few years many so-called functional languages have been 
proposed, together with special techniques for their implementation. Some of these, 
starting with the one by Turner [ 12,131, use a translation algorithm from A-calculus 
to combinatory logic in order to achieve the compilation of a program. Functional 
languages are in effect enriched versions of A-calculus, and the combinatory code 
obtained from the translation process is more easily executable by a computer than 
performing &reductions. Such an approach is of practical interest if the size of the 
resulting code is not too large; an exhaustive treatment about the complexity of the 
algorithms existing in the literature can be found in [lo]. 
A different implementation technique for functional anguages i the one suggested 
by Hughes [S]; the compilation process makes use of the so-called supercombinators; 
these are introduced as a generalization of Turner’s combinators avoiding the growth 
of the compiled code; however they need to be interpreted somehow, while Turner’s 
ones are directly implementable. 
The main inspiration for the present research comes from the comparison between 
the two schemes described above, the motivation being to find a combinatory 
equivalent of supercombinators, i.e. a combinatory basis and an abstraction 
algorithm operating on it in order to give a combinatory interpretation of them. 
The resulting algorithm derives from the sources of combinatory logic; in fact, 
the required basis comes from a modification of the one introduced by Curry in 
1930-32 [3,4], and the algorithm comes from a modification of the definition of 
abstraction given by Curry in 1933 [S]. 
In Sections 1 and 2 we will introduce the set of combinators employed by the 
algorithm as a compssitive basis for re ular combinators; in Section 3 we will give 
an intuitive description of the abstraction process; this will be modified and formal- 
ized in Sections 4 and 5 with the definitions of two versions of the final algorithm, 
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corresponding to one- and multi-sweep techniques; complexity problems will be 
analysed in Section 6; finally, in Section 7 we will modify the multi-sweep version 
of the algorithm in order to obtain a combinatory interpretation of supercombinators. 
1. Basic combinators 
We will first recall the definitions of some fundamental combinators: 
1=Xx.x the ekmentary identificator; 
K=A..f the elementary cancellator; 
w=hfx.jix the elementary duplicator; 
c = Afxy . fyx the elementary permutator; 
B= Afgx. f (gx) the elementary compositor (infix: f 0 g = B fg). 
We will now give a classification of CL-terms which is useful to introducing the 
combinatory basis employed in the abstraction algorithm (see [ 1 I] for an interesting 
treatment about basis problems in CL): 
Definition 1.1. A CL-tern T is said to be pure if it is a combination of variables only. 
Definition 1.2. A combinator T is said to be proper if T = Ax,. . . x, . T, where T is 
a pure combination of the variables x0, . . . . x,. 
Definition 1.3. A proper combinator U is said to be regular if U = Ax0 . . . x,, . 
x0&... U,, where Q,..., U,,, are pure combinations of x1, . . . , x,. 
Let us consider the set R of all regular combinators; it is easy to verify that 
(i) R constitutes a monoid with respect o the composition operation (0); 
(ii) considering the elements of R as operators acting on variables, R1 0 R2 is 
obtained operating first with R1 and secondly with R2 (R, , R2 E R). 
We describe some sequences of regular combinators, i.e. parametric subsets of 
R, in order to specify a subset Bc R such that every 2 E R can be expressed as a 
composition of elements belonging to B. B will be called cornpositive basis for regular 
combinators. The sequences are given together with their inductive definition: 
Iden tijka tars : 
I,,=Ax,x ,... x,.x0x ,... x, (n>O), 
Def. 11: Ho = I, I,+1 = BI,; 
Cancella tars : 
K,, = Axox, . . . x, . x0x1 . . . X,*-l (n 3 I), 
I3ef. Kl: K, = K, K,+, = BK,; 
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Multiplica tars :
W,,=hx,x, . ..x..xOxl . ..x._,x,...(r+l times) . ..x. (n>l, r20), 
Def. Wi: Wt = W, W r+l = BW, 
Def. W2: W,, = W,, WR,S+I =W,, 0 W,,,, 
Def. W3: Wn,O = I,,; 
Permutators: 
C m+“,m = Axox, . . . x, . . . Xm+n__lXm+“. x0x, . . . &+n&. . . &+n-_l 
(mH,naO), 
Def. Cl: C1 = C, C t+l= BG 
Def’. C2: Cm+l,m = C,, Cm+k+l,n; =G+M,~+~ o Cm+bm W O), 
Def. C3: C,,, = I,; 
Compositors : 
Def. Bl: Bo= I, B 1+1= JBO Bt, 
Def. B2: Bo,r = Bt, B,+,,I = B(B,,). 
Note that the permutators cited above are different from those introduced by 
Curry in [3,4]; this choice is due to complexity reasons, and will be motivated in 
Section 6. 
In the next section we will give a theorem of existence and uniqueness to prove 
that the sequences of combinators introduced above effectively constitute acomposi- 
tive basis for R; the theorem was proved by Curry in [3,4]; the complete proof 
involving the different permutators i  similar to the cited one. 
2. Cornpositive normal form 
Notation: From this point onwards we will use Gothic characters to indicate 
compositions of basic combinators; in particular, 
fi: any composition of cancellators or identificators, 
%5: any composition of multiplicators, 
Cs: any composition of permutators, c 
‘83: any composition of compositors or identificators. 
Definition 2.X (Cornpositive form of regular combinators). A regular combinator R 
is said to be in compositive form (CF) if it is expressed as a compo&ion of regular 
combinators (called atoms of R). 
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DeEnition 2.2 (Compositive normal form of regular combinators). A regular com- 
binator B is said to be in cornpositive normal form (CNF) if it is expressed in the form 
where 9, %3, &, 8 (called components of R) are respectively 
!@=I, (h=l,2 ,...) or 9=Kh,oKh,_,o--Kh,, 
whereh,<h2+-Ch,; (2 I) . 
2i3= Wh,,k, 0 Whr_,,kr_, 0 l l l 0 Wh,,k, , where hl < h2< l l l < h,; (2 2) . 
6 E Cl+a,,l 0 CZ+~~,~ 0 l l l 0 Cn+cl,,,n, where ai 3 ($1~ i < n; (2.3) 
‘%? =Ih (h = 1,2, . . .) or B = B, “,, 0 Bm,,_,,n,l_, 0 9 l l 0 B,, n,, 
wherem~Hl,nk>O,l~k~q,anb m,>m,_,>-->mI~ (2.4) 
Convention: We will omit the combinators Ih (h = 1,2, . . .) in a cornpositive form 
different from an identificator. 
Definition 2.3 (Principal CNF of regular combinators). A regular combinator R is 
said to be in principal cornpositive normal form (PCNF) if it is in CNF and G 
corresponds to a permutation which does not interchange variables having the same 
name. 
Example. We consider the combinators: X = Wz,, 0 Cz,, 0 B,,, and 8 = 
W2,l O G,* 0 B,,l; it is easy to verify that both 3 and 3 represent the combinator S 
(=Axyz.xz(yz)), but only X is in PCNF. 
Theorem 2.4 (Existence and uniqueness theorem). Let R be a regular combinator; 
there exists one and only one combinator 3 in PCNF such that % is extensionally 
equal to R; we will ~11 % the PCNF of R. 
Corollary 2.5 (PCNF of proper combinators). Let P be a proper combinator; there 
exists one and only one regular combinator % in PCNF such that %I is extensionally 
equal to P. 
The difference between the known concept of normal form of a comhinatcr (i.e. 
a term constituted only by constants and not containing any redex as a subterm) 
and the one described above will become more evident in the next section, where 
we will define the notion of normal representation of a CL-term. In the world of 
regular combinators however the concept of PCNF shares some similarity with that 
of strong normal form. 
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3. Normal representation f a CL-term 
In this section we will extend the notion of PCNF to the whole set of CL-terms, 
in order to express any term as a function of a predetermined sequence of variables 
Xl, . . . , x, (even not occurring in the considered term). A normal representation will 
be also defined for terms not possessing normal form in the usual sense. Obviously, 
in such a case uniqueness i  lost; note that the uniqueness of the normal representa- 
tion is lost also for nonproper terms possessing normal form. 
The definition of normal representation f a CL-term X is given in three steps 163: 
Definition 3.1. (1) Reduction to the case where X is a pure term: let X be a combina- 
tion of the variables x1, e . . , x, (possibly not occurring in X) and the atomic constants 
al, . . . , up, appearing in X exactly in the specified order (free variables, i.e. variables 
direrent from x1, . . . , x,, are treated as constants); let X’ be the term obtained by 
replacing a,, . . . , a,, with the variables y,, . . . , yP, not occurring in X; if the com- 
binator H’ represents X’ as a function of yl,. . . , yP, x1,. . . , x,, then H’a, . . . aP 
represents X as a function of x1, . . . , x,. 
(2) Reduction to a regular term: let Y be a pure combination of the variables 
X1, . . . , x, (possibly not occurring in Y) and let y be a variable not occurring in 
Y; it follows that Y’ = yY is a regular combination of y, x1 9 . . . , x,; if the combinator 
U’ represents Y’ as a function of y, xl, . . . , x,, then U = U’I represents Y as a 
function of x1,. . . , x,. 
(3) Analysis of a regular term: see Definitions 2.2, 2.3 and Theorem 2.4. 
The notion of normal representation of a CL-term actually defines an abstraction 
algorithm, which consists of 
(a) a prelimirlary phase, corresponding to step (1) of the definition given above; 
(b) a properly abstraction phase, which yields the PCNF of the proper combinator 
corresponding to the pure combination resulting from the preliminary phase; this 
is done by a Markov algorithm in which the rewriting rules generate the components 
of the PCNF of a regular combinator; the intuitive meaning of the abstraction 
process is the following: let 1M be a pure combination of the variables x1, . . . , xn 
(possibly not occurring in A/I); the combinator !R such that ?ltIx, . . . x, 3 A4 is 
obtained, starting from A$ in four steps: 
(i) elimination of parentheses appearing in M, in the order specified in (2.4); 
(ii) reordering of variables (2.3); 
(iii) elimination of multiplicities of variables (2.2); 
(iv) elimination of cancellations of variables (2.1). 
4. Introducing the cornpositive abstraction algorithm 
The sketch of an algorithm described in the previous section, given by Curry in 
[S], is complicated by the substitution process attending the preliminary phase. 
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However, we observe that the new variables introduced in Definition 34 1) are not 
involved in steps (ii), (iii) and (iv) of the abstraction algorithm (note that this was 
not true with Curry’s choice of permutators); in addition to this, we will modify 
the substitution rule of Definition 3.1( 1) in order to “neutralize” the new variables 
also with respect to step (i); after this, we -will define the final version of the 
abstraction algorithm. 
Definition 4.1. Let M be a CL-term and A the set of the atoms (variables and atomic 
constants) of i!4; the binary tree bT( M) associated to M is inductively defined as 
follows: 
bT(a) = a if M=aeA; 
bT(AB)= / \ if M =AB. 
b’W) WB) 
Definition 4.2 (Constant components of a CL-term). Let bT(M) be the binary tree 
associated to the term M containing in this order the (not necessarily distinct) 
atomic constants al,. . . , aP; the subterms of M associated to those subtrees of 
bT( M) whose leaves are labelled by constants (E {aI, . . . , a,)) only will be called 
constant components of M. 
Definition 4.3 (Maximal constant components of a CL-term). Let CC(M) be the 
multiset of the constant components of the term M; a term A E CC(M) is said to 
be maximal if there does not exist a term B E CC(M) such that bT(A) is a son of 
bT( B) in bT( M). We will write CMC( M) to indicate the set of maximal constant 
components of M. 
Figure 1 shows 
stant components 
((a& a, c, (ba)I- 
(a) the constant components and (b) the maximal con- 
of the term M = x(ab)(a(yc(ba)z)). Hence C’C(M)= 
Fig. 1 
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5. The cornpositive abstraction algorithm 
5.1. One-sweep version 
Initial position: Let the problem [2,J T be given. Let CMC( T) = { M1, . . . , Mq} 
be the set of maximal constant components of T, and V= {x,, . . . , x,}. If T = 
h,T2... T,, where h, E CMC( T) u V, we make the following position: 
[&,]T+[ZJIhlT2.. . T,. 
Abstraction (notation: H will indicate a combinator: at the beginning H = I by 
initial positicon): 
(1) Termination: 
[2JHMI . . . MfiI . ..xn+HMI . . . MS, 
where xi does not occur in Mj for any Xi E V and 1 f= j s q. 
(2) Elimination of parentheses: 
wheti hi,j E CMC( T) u V (0 s i sp; 1 sj sji), Mh,k is any term, and for all t 
(l~t~p)thereexistsanr,(l~r, s n) such that in M1 2 there is at least an occurrence , 
of xr,. 
(3) Pemzutation: 
wherehkd’MC(T)u V(lsksp),h,=x,E V,andifthereexistsaz(r+lsz<p- 
1) such that h, = x, E V, then h,+l = X,E V and V~U; if hj=XI (X,E V) then t<s; 
if hj+l =x, (X,E V) then tas. 
(4) Elimination of multiplicities : 
where Xii E V (1 G is s), and jk+, = jk (1 G t s r); ji C ji+l (1 s is k - 1); ji s ji+l 
(k+r+ls&s-1). 
(5) Elimination of cancellations: 
+ [gn]Ki+q HMI . l . M~x,x~ l l l xi-lxixj, l l l xj,g 
where js s n ; j+i; j&j*,, (lW<s-1). 
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5.2. Mult!-sweep version 
Initial position : Let the problem [x,, . . . , x,JT be given. Let CMC( T) = 
IM I,***, Mq} be the set of maximal constant components of T, and V = {x, , . . . , xn). 
If T=hITz... T,, where h, E CMC( T) u V, we make the following position: 
C x19 . . . , x,,]T+ [x,l([x&- l . ([x,]h& . . . T,,,) . . -))a 
Abstraction: For every x E V: 
( 1) Termination : 
[x]HV,... V,x+HV ,... V, if x does not occur in 4 for 1 ~j s s. 
(2) Elimination of parentheses: 
where hi,, E CMC( T) v V (OS i 6 p), and 
- for 2 ~j ~j,, h, E x or x does not occur A h,,j, 
- there is at least an occurrence of x in hlvI M,,2 . a . M,,, . 
(3) Permutation: 
where: 
- for lG&r-1, hk=x or x does not occur in hk; 
- h,=x; 
- for r + 1 s k sj, x does not occur in h,; 
- forj+l<ksp, hk=x. 
(4) Elimination of multiplicities: 
[x]HI/, . . . V,x. . . (r+l times) . . .x+[x]W,+, ,HV,. . . V,x, , 
where x does not occur in V, (16 k s s). 
(5) Elimination of cancellations : 
[x]HV,... V’ + [x]K,+,HV, . . . VJ, 
where x does not occur in Vk (1 s k d s). 
We now give an example of the application of the cornpositive abstraction 
algorithm, for both one- and multi-sweep techniques. Note that the result of the 
one-sweep version of the algorithm is a regular combinator in PCNF, while the 
result of the multi-sweep version is a composition of regular combinators in PCNF 
that is not on its whole in PCNF. 
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Let us consider the problem [~4]x(ab)(a(ydz(baz)))(c(6x)), with xl = x, x2= y, 
x3 = z, x4= t: 
initial position : 
[~41x(ab)(a(rdz(baz)))(c(bx)) 
+ I~411x(ab)(a(ydz(baz)))(c(bx)) 
elimination of paren theses : 
+ [Z41B2 ,Ix(ab)a(ydz(baz))(c(bx)) 
+ [%41B,‘3UB2 ,I)x(ab)aydz(baz)(c(bx)) 
+ [~41B6:,(B,‘,(B~ lI))x-(ab)audz(ba)z(c(bx)) 
+ [UB*,~(B~:~(B3;(B2,*I)))x(a~)aydz(~a)zc(~x~ 
+ P41& , A& . I(& . 03 3@2 . , ,I))))x(as)aYdZ(sa)ZC~X 





elimination of multiplicities (we put 6 = C7,1 0 C9,4 0 Clqo 0 C, ,,J: 
+[Z4]W7,,(E(%I))(ab)ad(ba)cbxyzz 
+ [~41W~,*(W,,,(Cs(~~I)))(ab)ad(ba)cbxyz 
elimination of cancellations (we put !IIJ = W9,1 0 W7,1): 
+ [~4]Kl,-,(%3(~(!BI)))(ab)ad(ba)cbxyzt 




Let us now consider the problem [x, y, z, t]x(ab)(a(ydz(baz)>P(c(bx)): 
initial position : 
Lx, Y, z, tlx(ab)(a(ydz(Ba~)))(c(bx)) 
+ C~l~Cul~~~l~~~l~~~~~~~~~y~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
abstraction with respect to the variable t: 
+ Cxl([yl([zl([tlK51x(ab)(a(ydz(baz)))(c(bx))t))) (we put RF Kd 
-a Cxl([ul([zl!~4Ix(ab)(a(rdz(baz)))(c(bx)))) 
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(we put 913= W8,, O CS.6 O C9.8 O hi.1 O B3,3 o B2,A 
+ Cxl(rYl~,(~,~)x(ab)aYd(ba)(c(bx))) 
abstraction with respect o the variable y: 
+ bl(~YlG 4(~3(~J))x(ab)ad(ba)(c(bx))Y) 
+ [x]9?,(FR3&,r))x(ab)ad(ba)(c(bx)) 
(we put 82 = G,J 





(we put %, = WT., 0 C7,1 0 B6,1 0 B5,1) 
+ [x].%t,(%,(!R3(.!RJ)))(ab)ad(ba)cb. 
Thus 
[x, y, Z, t]x(ab)(a(ydz(baz)))(c(bx))= [%, o!RZo !R30Zlt4)I(ab)ad(ba)cb. 
6. Complexity 
In the analysis of the complexity of the algorithms described in Section 5 we 
shall adopt the following conventions: 
the length of a CL-term T (denoted by 6p( T)) is the number of atoms occurring 
in it, i.e. the number of leaves of bT( a); 
the length of a regular combinator I3 expressed in cornpositive form (denoted by 
a(%)) is the number of basic combinators involved in the representation of R; 
the length of an abstraction problem is the sum of the length of the term to be 
abstracted and the number of abstracted variables; 
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- the complexity of the algorithm is the order of magnitude of the length of the 
result as a function of the length of the abstraction problem, in the worst case. 
Note thar the cornpositive algorithm makes use of a parametric set of basic 
combinators; as observed by Mulder [lo], in such a case we must multiply the 
complexity of the algorithm by a factor which can be 
(i) 1 if we count each combinator as an item; 
(ii) proportional to the size of parameters, if we consider the representation of 
the introduced combinators into a computer. 
We will use the notation [?I] to indicate the greatest integer oh (EQ). 
Complexity measurement will be made for pure CL-terms; in fact, constant 
subterms occurring in a combination are never handled by the abstraction process 
of the algorithms. 
Theorem 6.1. Let the problem [Z,,]X be given, where X is a pure combination of the 
variables x1, . . . , x, (each of them possibly not occurring in X; n 3 l), and let % be 
the regular combinator resulting from the application of the cornpositive one-sweep 
algorithm; then, assuming L?(X) > 1, 
@JI)S @z(X)J -3-t-t, (6-l) 
where t (en) is the number of variables among x1, . . . , x,, not occurring in X. 
Proof. 9i = St’ 0 $93 0 E 0 B; hence f(B) = 4’(Q) + QB) + 4’(Q) + l(B), with 
(6.2) t’(Si) = t; 
(6.3) k’(W) s [$E’(X)J , the maximum number of duplications that 
may appear in X; 
(6.4) k’(Q) s ZE’( X) - 1, the maximum number of permutators needed 
to represent a permutation of Z(X) items; 
(6.5) k’( %3) s .JZ( X) - 2, the maximum number of parentheses 
that may appear in X. 
Inequality (6.1) follows immediately from (6.2-5). Cl 
Let us now consider the problem [x, . . . , x,JX, in order to analyze the complexity 
of the multi-sweep version of the cornpositive algorithm with respect to the one-sweep 
one. 
Theorem 6.2. For every pure combination X of the variables x1, . . . , x,, ( possHy not 
occurring in X), let ?R be the regular combinator, in PCNF, such that %I = [g,,]X, 
and z)lt 1,. . . , 8, the regular combinatars, in PCNF, such that (?I?, 0 9 l -0 %,,)I= 
1 x1 9 . . . , xJX; the following property holds: Q?R) = &H,o 9 9 9 0 iFi,,). 
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Sketch of the proof. We have 
0 ‘Jlj~~j”~jo(sio~~ (IsiGn); 
0 $q=,Qo~o&o& 
The theorzm follows from proving 
Q$) = C 4?(tii); @!3) = C l(@i); (6.6,~) 
i=l ,...,?I i= 1 l *-*s 
8((s) = C e(gi); t(B) = C n4?(Bi)* 0 (6.69) 
i= 1 ,...,n i= ,...,n 1 
Note that Theorem 6.2 is not valid with Curry’s permutators; this point can be 
intuitively explained as follows: during the permutation phase of the abstraction 
process, variables are moved from left to right; it is easy to verify that this operation 
can be done in one step by the new permutators, but not by the old ones. 
7. A combinatory equivalent of supercombinators 
We will first recall Hughes’ method for the generation of supercombinators. Let 
the problem [x,3( [x23(.  . ([Xn] U) . . . )) be given; we denote 
Definition 7.1 (Maximal free expressions). A subexpression T of Ui+l (1 s i s n) is 
called a free expression of Ui+l if Xi E T; T is called maximal if it is not a proper 
subexpression of a free expression. 
We denote (1s is n): 
MFE(x,)Eo1A is a maximal free expression of Ui+*}; 
MBE(xi) = {A E MFE(xi) 1 A is a nonconstant expression, i.e. there exists 
a variable Xj (1 ~j c i) s.t. xj E A}; 
MCE(xj) = {A E MFE(xj) 1 A is a constant expression}. 
We assume the elements belonging to MBE( xi) to be mutually distinct. 
7.2. Hughes’ algorithm. Let the following problem be given 
Ex*l(lCx*lt l l  (Ixnl u) l l .)); (7-O) 
(7.1) Consider the innermost abstraction ([xn] U) appearing in (7.0); 
(7.2) Let MBE( x, ) = { Fl , . . . , F,}, where F, , . . . , Ft are ordered as stated by 
some optimization rules; replace F, , . . . , Ft respectively with the fresh variables 
Yl 9**=9 yt and let U* be the term obtained after the substitution; 
(7.3) Introduce the supercombinator SC, = hy, . . . y,Xn l t-J*; 
(7.4) Replace [xn] U with SC,F, . . . F,; 
(7.5) Repeat steps (7.1-4) until there are no more abstractions. 
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Hughes’ method can be viewed as an abstraction algorithm working over an 
user-defined basis of combinators. The optimization rules are introduced (7.2) with 
the purpose of making the next selected maximal free expressions larger and fewer. 
The following theorem holds. 
Theorem 7.3. Let the problem [xJ([xJ(. . . ([xJLJ) . . .)) be given. For i = n, . . . ,I, 
let MBE(xi)s{Bi,l,. . . , B,,(i)} (s(i)SO), and MCE(xi)r{Ci,l,. . . , C,p(i)} (r(i)> 
0). 
(a) For any ordering Bi,j(,,, l l . , Bij(s(i)) and Ci,“ql), . . . , Ci,u(r(i)) there exists one 
and only one regular combinator Si (in PCNF) such that 
(b) If we assume (in (7.6)) Bi,j(lj . . . Bi,j(sli)) to be one of Hughes’ optimal orderings, 
then 
is a compositive combinatory equivalent of the supercombinator resulting from Hughes’ 
method. 
Proof. (a): Let UT+I be the term obtained from Ui+l replacing respectively 
ci,u( 1) 9 l l l Y G,u(r(i)) with the variables zl, . . . , Z,(i), and every occurrence of 
B- r,jj(l) l l l B i,j(s(i)) with the variables Z,-(i)+], . . . , Zr(i)+s(i), where ok does not occur in 
U”+l (1 s kc r(i) + S( i)); it follows that 
only, and 
P s AZ* l l l Zr(i)+s( i)Xi l OF+, 
is a proper combinator; the theorem is 
UT+, is a combination of ~1, l . . , Zr(i)+s(i), Xi 
then a consequence of Corollary 2.5. 
(b): FOLLOWS from the application of Ps AZ, l . . Zr(i)+s(i)Xi. UC, to Ci u(~), l l . , . 
C- Wr(i)) l cl 
An important consequence of Theorem 7.3 is the possibility of modifying the 
multi-sweep version of the cornpositive algorithm in order to achieve a direct 
combinatory interpretation of Hughes’ method; from the practical standpoint, since 
all combinators employed by the modified algorithm are directly implementable, 
the resulting code does not need any extra level of interpretation to be executed. 
7.4. The Compssitive Algorithm for Supercombinators Generation. Let the problem 
[x] T be given; from this point onwards we will assume that the order of elements 
belonging to MCE(x) is defined by their occurrence in T. For ease of notation we 
will assume MBE ( xi) = {B, p . . . , B,} and MCE(xi) = {C, , . . . , C,), in place of 
MBE(Xi) E (Bi,,, l . . 3 B,s,i,I and MCE(xi) z {G,l, l l l , Ci,r(i)}* 
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Preliminary transformation : Let the problem [x, , . . . , x,,] T be given. If T = 
h,T,... T,, where hI E MFE(x,) u (x,,}, we make the following transformation: 
1 Xl, . . . , x,,-J T + [x,]I([xJI( . . a [x,,]Ihl T2 . . . Tm) . . . )). 
For i=n,...J: 
(1) Termination and supercombinator generation: 
[Xi]HCI l l . C,B, l s l BsXi-*SCiB, . l l Bs, 
where 
- fork=1 , . . . , r, Ck E MCE(Xi); 
- forj,h=l,..., S, BjcMBE(Xi), and if BjGBh then j=h; 
- SCisHC’,...Cr* 
(2) Elimination of paren theses: 
[xilHho,l l l l ho,h(h1,1M,.2 l 9 l M,,j,) l l l (hp.1Mp.2 l l l M,ip) 
+ [xi]Bjo,j,-lHho,l 9 l 9 ho,j,hl,lM1,2 9 l l M12jl - l l (hp.lMp.2 l l l Mp,j,,)v 
where 
- fork=1 , . l . , jo, hO,k EMFE(Xi) v {Xi); 
- forj=l,..., P, hj,, E MFE(Xi) u {Xi); 
- there is at least an occurrence of the variable Xi in hl.1 Ml,2 . . . Ml,, l 
(3) Permutation: 
for k=l,... 9 p, hk E MFE(XiJ u (Xi); 
h, E MBE(Xi) v {Xi}; 
if h, = Xi then,for k=j+I,..., p, hk 3 Xi, and there does not exist w (r C w s j) 
seta h, E xi; 
if h, E B, E MBE(Xi) then, for k = j+ 1,. . . , p, hk E {B,, B,+, , . . . , B,) v (Xi}, and 
there does not exist r c w s j s.t. h, E {B,, B,+, , . . . , B,} v {Xi}* 
(4) Elimination of multiplicities: 
[Xi]HC, l . . C’rB, w l l Bjhj, l l l hj>+, l l l hi, 
+ [Xi]W,+j+,,“HC, l l l CrB, l l l Bjhj, hjv+a . . . hj=, 
where 
- for q=l,..., r, Cq E MCE(Xi); 
- for t = 1, . . o , V, hi, 3 hj,+,; 
- JSs and 
j=s: v+~=z and for tzl,..., v+l, hj,‘Xi; 
jCs: V+~SZ and for tcl,..., tl+l, hj,s Bj+,. 
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(5) Elimination of cancellations: 
[Xi]HCI l l w CrB, l l l B.q + [Xi]K,+,+,HC, l l . CrB, l l l BsXi, 
where 
- for q=l,..., r, Cq E MCE(Xi); 
- for t=l,..., S, Bt E MBE(Xi)m 
8. Conclusion and related works 
To summarize, we showed an abstraction algorithm for combinatory logic, which 
seems to be interesting for the following reasons: 
(a) it is cornpositive: the resulting code has a “structured” look, i.e. it may be 
viewed as a succession of procedure callings, hence it is quite readable; 
(b) it is efficient: the worst case mentioned above concerns pure combinations; 
in the general case, the complexity rate is a function of the number of variables 
occurring in the term to be abstracted, not of its whale length; this fact makes the 
algorithm suitable for the compilation of a functional program; 
(c) it can be defined in both one- and multi-sweep techniques, preserving the 
length of the resulting code; this “invariance property” is not valid for any other 
abstraction algorithm: as examples, consider Abdali’s [l] and Lemaitre’s [9] 
algorithms, which are defined in a one-sweep way, employing different parametric 
sets of combinators; 
(d) it can be modified in a natural way in order to obtain a combinatory equivalent 
of Hughes’ supercombinators. 
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